How to apply:
All defendants applying for participation in the Home Detention Program should complete an Inmate Request Form and forward it to the Home Detention Program to set up a preliminary interview.

Where is the HDP Office:
71 Park Avenue
Flemington, N.J. 08822
(Hunterdon County Jail)
908-788-1213

Cost:
- $25.00 Non-refundable Enrollment/Processing Fee
- $49.00 a week / $7.00 a day for GPS monitoring*
- $20.00 per drug and alcohol test (Testing performed weekly**)

*Fees may be modified by the sentencing Judge

**Additional testing may be ordered at the discretion of the Sheriff’s Office.

Notice: This program is a privilege and not a right. It is solely up to the discretion of the Home Detention Program staff to remand to the Correctional Facility individuals who violate the Rules and Conditions of the program.

NOTES:
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________________________________________
________________________________________

Frederick W. Brown, Sheriff
Hunterdon County Sheriff’s Office
Division of Corrections
Justice, Integrity, Service

Program Summary
www.hunterdoncountysheriff.com
hchomedetention@co.hunterdon.nj.us
What is the Home Detention Program?
The HDP program is designed to offer an alternative form of incarceration for post sentenced participants. Participants who qualify for the HDP Program may be required to serve a period of incarceration in the correctional facility until properly cleared by the Director. Approved participants shall have an electronic monitoring device attached to their ankle. This device is integrated with GPS tracking software that monitors the location of the participant at all times.

What are the benefits?
- To allow post-sentenced defendants to serve their imposed jail sentence outside the confines of the correctional facility, under the control of a regimented monitoring program.
- To permit and encourage all participants to continue employment, education and other structured activities, which will aid in the individual’s rehabilitation.
- To remove minimum security risk inmates from the correctional facility creating cost effective savings.

Who is ELIGIBLE for the HDP?
- All participants must live within Hunterdon Co., have a sponsor, and an active phone number.
- Post sentenced defendants must be facing a Jail sentence of 364 days or less in a Hunterdon Co. Correctional Facility and be approved by the Director.

Who may be INELIGIBLE for the HDP?
- Charges or previous convictions for offenses including, but not limited to those listed below may disqualify a candidate from participation: Criminal Homicide (2C:11-1 through 2C:11-6), Sexual oriented offenses (2C:14-1, 2C:14-2, 2C:14-3, 2C:24-4, 2C:24-7), Arson offenses (2C:17-1A, 2C:17-1B, 2C:17-1C) First and Second degree Aggravated Assault (2C:12-1b), Robbery (2C:15-1), Kidnapping (2C:13-1), Carjacking (2C:15-2), Stalking (2C:12-10); Possession of a Weapon for Unlawful Purpose (2C: 39-4), Driving While Suspended (2C: 40-26); and Escape (2C:29-5). However, defendants may be considered eligible if the conviction or their release from Probation or Parole was more than five (5) years ago and there have been no subsequent convictions other than the current conviction.
- Applicants with active detainers
- Applicants with gang affiliations or, security threat group affiliations.
- Applicants with previous violations from Home Detention Programs.
- All applications will be reviewed to consider the safety of the victim and the community, the nature of the offense, as well as other relevant factors before an acceptance/rejection occurs.
- Post-sentenced persons applying for participation must be approved by the Director and the Hunterdon Co. Prosecutor and no appeals from denials are subject to Judicial review.